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The magnetron injection gun is capable of generating relativistic electron beam with high velocity
ratio and low velocity spread for a gyrotron backward-wave oscillator �gyro-BWO�. However, the
velocity ratio ��� varies drastically against both the magnetic field and the beam voltage, which
significantly limits the tuning bandwidth of a gyro-BWO. This study remedies this drawback by
adding a variable trim field to adjust the magnetic compression ratio when changing the operating
conditions. Theoretical results obtained by employing a two-dimensional electron gun code �EGUN�
demonstrate a constant velocity ratio of 1.5 with a low axial velocity spread of 6% from 3.4–4.8
Tesla. These results are compared with a three-dimensional particle-tracing code �computer
simulation technology, CST�. The underlying physics for constant � will be discussed in depth. ©
2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3187903�

I. INTRODUCTION

Gyrotrons, based on the electron cyclotron maser
interaction,1,2 are high-power, coherent, radiation sources in
the millimeter/terahertz region. The gyrotron backward-wave
oscillator �gyro-BWO�, which features continuous frequency
tunability3 attracts more and more attention from various ap-
plications, such as electron spin resonance, plasma diagnos-
tics, and sensitivity enhancement of nuclear magnetic reso-
nance using dynamic nuclear polarization.4–7

Recently, the high efficiency and the broadband tunabil-
ity of gyro-BWO were achieved at Ka-band3,8 and
X-band,9,10 respectively. However, little literature has so far
been reported at W-band. Due to the power handling capa-
bility, high order mode operation in gyro-BWO is requisite at
such a high frequency range. A strict beam quality is de-
manded. The electron beam is usually generated by a mag-
netron injection gun �MIG�11–13 or a cusp gun.14,15 For the
operation mode of the TE01,

16–19 MIG is preferred for high
velocity ratio ���v� /vz�, low velocity spread ��vz /vz�, and
easy fabrication. Unfortunately, the � declines sharply with
either the increase in the magnetic field B0 or the decrease in
the beam voltage Vb, which significantly lowers the effi-
ciency and results in narrow bandwidth.3,8,19 Based on the
above considerations, there is a pressing need to develop a
MIG with high and constant � as well as low velocity spread
for a W-band or a terahertz gyro-BWO.

In addition to B0 and Vb, the velocity ratio is also a
function of the magnetic compression ratio Fm �B0 /Bc, where
Bc is the axial magnetic field at the emitter�. This study pro-
poses a variable trim field at the cathode region to adjust Fm

so as to maintain the � in the tunings of Vb and B0. A two-
dimensional �2D�, finite-difference method, particle tracing
code �EGUN�20 is employed for analysis. The results will be
compared with a three-dimensional �3D�, commercial suite-
CST, Particle Studio.

II. DESIGN PARAMETERS

A. General requirement for the cathode of MIG

The cathode emission loading is restricted by the cath-
ode material and the space-charge limit. A scandate cathode
will be employed to produce high current density. To ensure
the lifetime, the cathode loading is better to be smaller than
15 A /cm2 and lower than space-charge limit.21,22 The space
charge limited current density is given by Langmuir’s
equations.23,24 A beam current of 6 A and a beam voltage of
70 kV are used in the simulation. To prevent the high voltage
breakdown, the maximum electric field strength should be
lower than 70 kV/cm at the emitter and 100 kV/cm at the
entire cathode region.21

B. Specific requirement for W-band TE01 gyro-BWO

The MIG is designed for W-band gyro-BWO.16 The op-
erating mode is TE01 cylindrical waveguide mode with fun-
damental cyclotron harmonic �s=1�. The waveguide radius
rw is 2.0 mm with the cutoff frequency of 91.4 GHz. The
optimal magnetic field is around 38 kG with the beam volt-
age of 70 kV. To maximize the interacting strength, the guid-
ing center radius �rg� is determined from the beam-wave
coupling equation,25

Hsm�kmnrg,kmnrL� = Js−m
2 �kmnrg�Js�

2�kmnrL� , �1�

where rg and rL are the guiding center radius and the Larmor
radius at the interaction region, respectively; kmn=xmn /rw; Jm

is the Bessel function of the first kind, and xmn is the nth root
of Jm� �x�=0. The strongest beam-wave coupling for the fun-
damental harmonic TE01 mode �s=1, m=0, and n=1� occurs
at rg=0.48rw.16,25 In addition, high velocity ratio is preferred
to achieve high efficiency, but it is generally relative to large
velocity spread ��vz /vz�, which significantly deteriorates the
efficiency. Therefore, a moderate velocity ratio of 1.5 with a
velocity spread of 6% is the design target.a�Electronic mail: thschang@phys.nthu.edu.tw.
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Figures 1�a� and 1�b� show the schematic diagram of the
MIG at the cathode region and the cross-sectional view of
the electron beam at the interaction region, respectively.
Other variables used or shown in the figures are defined
below.

Jemis: the emitting current density at the emitter; JL: the
space charge limited current density; ls: the emitting length;
d: the distance from the cathode to the anode; �: the slope
angle of the emitter; rc: the radius of the emitter; vz: the axial
velocity at the interaction region; v�: the transverse velocity
at the interaction region; Ib: the beam current; Vb: the poten-
tial difference between the anode and the cathode.

III. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The relations of the beam parameters, e.g., � and �vz /vz

to B0 and Vb can be derived from the first-order approximate
equation of MIG.21,26

A. The velocity ratio

Start with the following relation:26

v� �
Fm

3/2Ec cos �

�B0
, �2�

where � is the relativistic factor �=1+eVb /mc2�; e and m are
the charge and the rest mass of an electron, respectively; Fm

is the magnetic compression ratio �=B0 /Bc�; Ec is the electric
field strength at the emitter; and c is the speed of light in
vacuum. Equation �2� is an approximation under adiabatic
motion, which ignores the space-charge effect. Furthermore,
the guiding center radius rg should be much larger than the
Larmor radius rL and Fm cos2 � should be much larger than
�2�v� /c�2. These conditions are satisfied in most cases of
MIG.

Since Ec, �, and � are constant in magnetic tuning, the
generally trend is that the larger B0 corresponds to the
smaller v�. Thus the velocity ratio ���v� /vz� decreases
when B0 increases. The relation between Vb, B0, and � can
be derived from Eq. �2� as follows:

� = � D2B0
2c2

Fm
3 Vb

2 cos2�
�	1 +

eVb

mc2
2

− 1� − 1�−1/2

. �3�

The beam voltage Vb is linearly proportional to the electric
field strength Ec �Vb=DEc, where D is a proportional con-
stant�.

The magnetic compression ratio due to main coil is Fm

�=B0 /Bc�. When adding a gun coil to trim the field �Btrim� at
the emitter, the compression ratio is changed to Fm� =B0 / �Bc

+Btrim�. Equation �3� is modified as

� = � D2B0
2c2

Fm
3 Vb

2 cos2 �
	1 +

FmBtrim

B0

3�	1 +

eVb

mc2
2

− 1�
− 1�−1/2

. �4�

Substitute mc2 /e�511 kV into Eq. �4� and define a handy
function f ,

f�B0,Vb,Btrim� �
B0

2

Vb
2	1 +

FmBtrim

B0

3�	1 +

Vb

511

2

− 1� .

�5�

Then Eq. �4� is expressed as �= �f�B0 ,Vb ,Btrim�k−1�−1/2,
where k is a constant �=D2c2 /Fm

3 cos2 ��. The velocity ratio
� will be constant, provided f�B0 ,Vb ,Btrim� does not change.
The constant k can be determined with a known reference
point ��ref and f ref� calculated using EGUN code. k= �1
+�ref

2 � / ��ref
2 � f ref�. For an operating condition not very far

from the reference point, the velocity ratio is approximated
as

� = � f�B0,Vb,Btrim�
f ref

	 1

�ref
2 + 1
 − 1�−1/2

. �6�

Although Eq. �6� is a simplified equation and valid for adia-
batic condition, the equation is useful as will be discussed
later.

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic diagram of a single anode MIG. �b� Cross-sectional view of the electrons in the interaction region.
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B. The velocity spread

For a gyro-BWO with broad tuning range, the velocity
spread becomes critical when the operating frequency is way
above the cutoff frequency. The electrons are accelerated by
the beam voltage, thus all the electrons have the same kinetic
energy, i.e., vz

2+v�
2 =const. The axial and perpendicular ve-

locity spreads are related as27

�vz

vz
= �2�v�

v�

. �7�

Here a minus sign is omitted because only the fluctuation
amplitude matters. The electrons in the cathode emission re-
gion experience electric field and magnetic field fluctuations,
which lead to the spread in the perpendicular velocity
through Eq. �2�. The relation is as follows:27

�v�

v�

=
�Ec

Ec
−

3

2

�Bc

Bc
. �8�

The perpendicular velocity spread is mostly caused by the
field variations at the emitting region. The axial velocity
spread can be obtained using Eqs. �7� and �8�, i.e., the square
of � times perpendicular velocity spread.

IV. SIMULATION SETTING

The 2D EGUN code with square mesh is used to simulate
the gun properties. The coils’ magnetic fields are obtained by
the polynomial expansion of the axial magnetic field using
ideal coils’ analytic solution. The polynomial is expanded up
to the sixth order of the radius.

Figure 2�a� shows the schematic diagram of EGUN simu-
lation. A single-anode MIG is designed for the W-band TE01

gyro-BWO. The variable parameters are the gun position
relative to the magnetic field, the emitting length ls, the emit-
ting angle �, and the emitting ring radius rc. For a given gun
position, the magnetic compression ratio is determined. The
cathode radius can be obtained from the following
equation:26

Bcrc
2 = B0�rg

2 − rL
2� . �9�

The emitting length ls is restricted by the cathode emission
loading and the emitting ring radius rc. The smaller emitting
length ls usually gives rise to the smaller velocity spread. So
a minimum emitting length is chosen.

Figure 2�b� plots the magnetic field profiles for two
coils: the main coil and the trim coil. The magnetic field
profiles are in accord with the existing superconducting mag-
net at National Tsing Hua University. The magnetic field
requirement for the fundamental cyclotron interaction at
W-band is about 3.4–4.8 Tesla. The relative position of the
emitter determines Fm, while the current of the trim coil
adjusts Fm� , which allows a constant � over a wide parameter
space.

Figure 3 shows the simulated static electric field distri-
bution in the cathode region when the electron beam is not
present. The electric field is obtained under axial symmetric

boundary condition. With this initial electric field and the
magnetic field, we can calculate the electron trajectories
based on the electron dynamics, which can be used to deter-
mine the charge distribution and the current density. Then,
calculate the revised electric and magnetic fields. The elec-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Structure, electron trajectory, and axial magnetic
field in EGUN simulation. �b� Axial magnetic fields of the main coil and the
trim coil at a current of 1 A.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Electric field strength in EGUN simulation in the
cathode region when the electron beam is not present.
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tron trajectories and charge distribution can be solved once
again. Repeat the above process until the potential is
converged.

Finally, adjust the emitting angle � and the geometry of
the cathode to achieve the desired velocity ratio with a low
velocity spread. The magnetic compression ratio �Fm� � is
23.9. Table I summarized the simulation parameters.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows the calculated � in the B0−Vb space
from Eqs. �5� and �6�. The � value depends on both the
magnetic field �B0� and the beam voltage �Vb�. For a mag-
netic field tuning with a fixed beam voltage, the value of �

decreases as B0 increases. This lowers the efficiency at high
magnetic field, which limits the tuning range. The same
problem occurs for the beam voltage adjustment. This is the
major drawback of the “traditional” MIG and will be rem-
edied in the following study.

A. Magnetic field tuning

The problem of drastically changing � can be remedied
by adding a trim field �Btrim� at the cathode to maintain a
constant f�B0 ,Vb ,Btrim�, as shown in Eq. �5�. The goal is to
find a relation between B0 and Btrim to keep f constant, since
the magnetic field is linearly related to the applied current.
Here is a simple equation correlating the coil currents,

Itrim = − 0.2451 � Imain + 15.53�A� , �10�

where Itrim is the trim coil current and Imain is the main coil
current.

Figure 5 shows the velocity ratio and axial velocity
spread versus the magnetic field. The solid and dashed lines
represent the velocity ratio and spread from EGUN simula-
tions, respectively. The open circles show the velocity ratio
when the trim field is not applied. The results of CST are also
plotted. The solid dots and triangles show velocity ratio and
spread, respectively. With the help of the variable trim field,
the value of � is almost constant from 3.4 to 4.8 Tesla. The
velocity spread is slightly changed, but still within the ac-
ceptable region. Basically, the results of EGUN and CST agree
well.

Figure 6 shows the guiding center radius rg as a function
of the magnetic field. Both codes agree with each other in
predicting the guiding center radius. Thus the following dis-
cussion will concentrate on the velocity ratio and the velocity
spread only.

TABLE I. Gun parameters.

Beam voltage, Vb 70 kV

Beam current, Ib 6 A

Emitting angle, � 60.3°

Peak electric field 96 kV/cm

Emitting electric field 60 kV/cm

Magnetic compression ratio 23.9

Cathode radius, rc 4.5 mm

Emitting strip length, ls 2.3 mm

Guiding center radius, rg 0.957 mm

Guiding center spread 11.8%

Velocity ratio, �=v� /vz 1.51

��vz /vz�EGUN 3.9%

Cathode loading, Jemis 9.23 A /cm2

Jemis /JL 17.4%

FIG. 4. Velocity ratio � vs the magnetic field B0 and beam voltage Vb using
Eqs. �5� and �6�.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Velocity ratio � and velocity spread ��vz /vz� vs the
magnetic field B0 with a variable trim coil current �Eq. �10��. Both EGUN

�solid and dashed lines� and CST �solid dots and triangles� are presented. The
open circles depict � when the trim field is not applied.
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B. Voltage tuning

Adding a trim magnetic field �Btrim� can also be used to
maintain a constant � during the voltage tuning. The mag-
netic field B0 is 38 kG. To maintain a constant
f�B0 ,Vb ,Btrim�, here is a simple equation correlating the cur-
rents of the trim coil and the beam voltage,

Itrim = 0.115 � Vb�kV� − 15.7�A� . �11�

Figure 7 plots the velocity ratio and the velocity spread ver-
sus the beam voltage. The solid line and dots indicate the
velocity ratio with the variable trim field obtained with EGUN

and CST, respectively. The open dots represent the simulated
velocity ratio using EGUN with the main coil only. The
dashed line and solid triangles are the velocity spread with
the variable trim field using EGUN and CST, respectively. A
constant � is achieved for the voltage adjustment from 60 to

80 kV. As seen in Eq. �11�, the applied trim current is in the
negative direction. The lower beam voltage requires a higher
negative current, which raises the magnetic compression ra-
tio to compensate the decline in �.

C. Current tuning

Figure 8 shows the velocity ratio and the axial velocity
spread as a function of the beam current for both EGUN and
CST simulations. As the beam current increases, the velocity
ratio decreases slightly because of the space charge effect at
the emitter. The simulation results reveal that this MIG can
be operated up to a maximum current of 7 A without exceed-
ing the desired maximal velocity spread. Both codes show
excellent agreement in the velocity ratio, but they have slight
discrepancy in the velocity spread, especially at the low
beam current. A possible reason for the discrepancy might be
attributed to a large � at low beam current.

D. Velocity spread analysis

Two additional mechanisms influence the velocity
spread but are not considered in the EGUN code—the effect
of the cathode surface roughness and thermal effect.28,29

Therefore, these two factors should be taken into consider-
ation. The equations are shown in the following:

	�v�

v�



R

= 0.42eEcRaFm

�m

1

v�

, �12a�

	�v�

v�



T

=kTcFm

�m

1

v�

. �12b�

Equation �12a� is the contribution of the surface roughness,
where Ra is root mean square radius of the roughness. Equa-
tion �12b� shows the thermal contribution, where Tc is the
temperature at the cathode surface. Since all the factors that
cause velocity spreads are statistically independent, the over-
all spread is the square root of the square sum as follows:
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Guiding center radius rg as a function of the magnetic
field B0 with a variable trim coil current �Eq. �10��. EGUN’s result is shown in
line and CST’s result is represented in solid dots. The guiding center radius
�rg� is very close to the design goal �0.48rw=0.96 mm�.
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�solid and dashed lines� and CST �solid dots and triangles� are presented. The
open circles depict � when the trim field is not applied.
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	�vz

vz



Total
=	�vz

vz



EGUN

2

+ 	�vz

vz



R

2

+ 	�vz

vz



T

2

. �13�

Table II lists the velocity spreads from the three mecha-
nisms. The surface roughness and the temperature effect are
critical as compared with the EGUN simulation. The relation
between the axial and perpendicular velocity spreads can be
found in Eq. �7�. As seen in Table II, the overall axial veloc-
ity spread of 6% is good enough for gyro-BWO but it can be
further reduced, provided the surface roughness and operat-
ing temperature are lowered.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper reports a MIG design with the advantage of
constant � over broad parameter space spanned by B0, Vb,
and Ib. It is achieved by applying a variable trim field at the
cathode region. The current of the trim coil �Itrim� is related
to B0 and Vb. This design is for the W-band TE01 gyro-BWO
and the idea can be applied to other devices where changing
the operating parameters is needed. The simulation is con-
ducted using EGUN code �2D� and the results are verified
with CST code �3D�. This MIG should enable us to develop
broadband, terahertz gyro-BWO.
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��vz /vz�T at Tc=1200 K 1.1%

��vz /vz�Total 6%
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